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bstract

Design characteristics and performance of a pressurized solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) hybrid system using a fixed gas turbine (GT) design are
nalyzed. The gas turbine is assumed to exist prior to the hybrid system design and all the other components such as the SOFC module and auxiliary
arts are assumed to be newly designed for the hybrid system. The off-design operation of the GT is modeled by the performance characteristics
f the compressor and the turbine. In the SOFC module, internal reforming with anode gas recirculation is adopted. Variations of both the hybrid
ystem performance and operating condition of the gas turbine with the design temperature of the SOFC were investigated. Special focus is directed
n the shift of the gas turbine operating points from the original points. It is found that pressure loss at the fuel cell module and other components,
ocated between the compressor and the turbine, shifts the operating point. This results in a decrease of the turbine inlet temperature at each

ompressor operating condition relative to the original temperature for the GT only system. Thus, it is difficult to obtain the original GT power. Two
ell voltage cases and various degrees of temperature difference at the cell are considered and their influences on the system design characteristics
nd performance are comparatively analyzed.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is considered a suitable
andidate for the electric power plant applications. One of its
ttractive features is high operating temperature (600–1000 ◦C),
hich allows favorable combination with other types of power
enerators such as gas turbines (GTs). R&D efforts pertaining
o SOFC/GT hybrid systems have been initiated worldwide and

few systems are under development for commercialization
1]. The thermodynamic synergy effect of combining the SOFC
nd the GT can be most effectively realized when the SOFC is
esigned to operate at an elevated pressure. This kind of sys-

em is called a pressurized system where pressurized air from
he compressor is delivered directly to the SOFC and the out-
oing high pressure gas drives the turbine. This design can be
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onsidered to be a modification of a fuel cell only system in
hat the original air blower is replaced by a compressor which
nables a higher operating pressure and thus guarantees higher
ell voltage. The turbine is added to recover the high pressure
nergy of the gas exhausted from the cell. This turbine expan-
ion plays a dominant role in enhancing the efficiency of the
ntire system [2]. The pressurized system also allows for com-
act design of auxiliary equipments such as piping due to the
elatively high pressure at those parts. Another means of com-
ining the SOFC and GT is an ambient pressure system where
he cell operates at a near ambient pressure. This system also has
everal advantages, the most prominent of which is selection of
he GT pressure independently of the cell pressure. Aside from
ractical cons and pros involved in realizing the two types of
ystem configurations, many basic studies have concluded that
pressurized system may have higher system efficiency over an

mbient pressure system from a thermodynamic point of view if
quivalent design parameters are assumed [3]. Recent develop-
ent examples of commercial SOFC/GT hybrid systems have

lso adopted the pressurized configuration [4,5].
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Nomenclature

CIT cathode inlet temperature (◦C)
CDP compressor discharge pressure (kPa)
E electric potential (V)
F Faraday constant
FCT fuel cell temperature (◦C)
h̄ molar enthalpy (kJ kmol−1)
I current (A)
J current density (A m−2)
L thickness (m)
LHV lower heating value (kJ kg−1)
ṁ mass flow rate (kg s−1)
ṅ molar flow rate (kmol s−1)
P pressure (kPa)
Q̇ heat transfer rate (kW)
T temperature (◦C)
�Tc temperature difference at the cell (◦C)
TIT turbine inlet temperature (◦C)
V cell voltage (V)
Ẇ power (kW)

Greek letters
ε heat exchanger effectiveness
η efficiency
ρ resistance (� m)

Subscripts
a anode, air
ac alternating current
AUX auxiliary equipment
C compressor
c cathode, cold side
conv conversion
dc direct current
e electrolyte
FC fuel cell
gen generator
GT gas turbine
h hot side
HS hybrid system
i component
in inlet
m mechanical
N Nernst
out outlet
P polarization
r reformer
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ref reference
T turbine

Recently, diverse analysis results on the design performance

f pressurized SOFC hybrid systems considering various options
n combining the SOFC and the GT have been reported. Exam-
les include fundamental design parametric analyses [6,7], a
tudy on the influence of the reforming method [8], an inves-
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igation into the influences of both reforming method and
emperature constraints on the cell [9]. Most of the design
nalyses have been performed under the assumption that all com-
onents including the SOFC, the GT, and balance-of-the-plant
BOP) parts can be manufactured as predicted. In particular,
moothly matched design of the SOFC and the GT is generally
ssumed to be possible, that is, a sub-system (GT or SOFC) is
ssumed to be designed to match the design of the other sub-
ystem. In many studies, parameters of the GT, such as power
nd main component parameters including turbine inlet tem-
erature, pressure ratio and air flow rate, which match the given
esign parameters of the SOFC stack (the cell temperature, etc.),
ave been obtained as a result of analysis. This analysis seems
ogical in that the SOFC is the major component that generates
reater power than the GT. The underlying assumption of this
nalysis is that the gas turbine, exactly matching the analysis
equirements, is available as an off-the-shelf item or the gas tur-
ine is to be newly designed and manufactured to match the
esign specifications. However, the assumption is rather unrea-
onable in reality. A gas turbine that exactly matches the required
esign specifications of the analysis is not usually available as
n off-the-self item. Moreover, a new design, i.e. development
f a new gas turbine, is generally prohibitive in terms of cost. On
he other hand, the capacity (power) of SOFC can be determined

ore flexibly due to the possibility of modular design of the fuel
ell stack, which is one of the most advantageous features of the
uel cell. Accordingly, the design of a hybrid system based on an
xisting (commercially available) gas turbine is more practical
s a short- or mid-term development strategy. An example about
redicting system design and operation of a hybrid system based
n a commercially available GT can be found in the literature
10].

In a pressurized hybrid system, the turbine inlet state is
irectly affected by the thermo-fluid dynamic operating con-
itions of the components located between the compressor and
he turbine, such as the SOFC stack and piping. Therefore, the
perating conditions of the gas turbine are different from those
f the original GT only system. A previous work [11], in which
he operational characteristics of an experimental hybrid sys-
em simulator were investigated, reported that operation of the
ompressor during start-up approaches the surge condition. This
ight have been caused by the change of the GT operation

onditions from the original conditions. The possibility of the
ompressor surge during transient operation for a hybrid system
esigned at near surge condition has also been reported [12].
herefore, the design operation condition should be sufficiently

ar from the surge condition (large surge margin), and this limita-
ion may provide a critical constraint in designing a pressurized
ybrid system based on an existing gas turbine.

The aim of this study is to simulate the design of a pressur-
zed SOFC hybrid system using an existing (fixed) gas turbine
nd to provide useful fundamental design characteristics as well
s potential critical problems. The gas turbine is assumed to

xist prior to the hybrid system design and all the other com-
onents such as SOFC module and auxiliary parts are assumed
o be newly designed for the hybrid system. Special focus is
iven to the shift of the compressor operating points from the
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Table 1
Design parameters of the gas turbine

Ambient condition 101.3 kPa, 15 ◦C
Air flow rate 1.0 kg s−1

Compressor pressure ratio 4.6
Compressor efficiency 0.75
Turbine inlet temperature 950 ◦C
Turbine efficiency 0.85
Recuperator effectiveness 0.83
Shaft speed 65,000 rpm
Generator efficiency 0.93
Combustor pressure loss 3%
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riginal gas turbine design point depending on the design cell
emperature. In order to examine the matching characteristic of
he gas turbine with different design practices of the fuel cell, a
ide range of cell design temperature is used. Thus, this study
resents rather general design results using different fuel cell
esigns. Researchers or designers may refer to the result that
ncludes design conditions closest to their cell design practices.
he influence of the cell voltage on the design characteristics
nd performance is examined as well. Also, since the tempera-
ure difference at the cell is an important design parameter that
ffects not only the SOFC performance but also the hybrid sys-
em performance [3,9], its effect on integration of the SOFC and
he existing GT is investigated.

. Analysis

.1. System configuration

Fig. 1 shows the hybrid system configuration analyzed in
his study. This system is conceptually similar to that used in
demonstration project [4]. The SOFC module includes a cell

tack, a reformer, an afterburner and a preheater. Internal reform-
ng is adopted, and the steam required for the reforming reaction
s supplied by the anode gas recirculation. The compressed air
s heated consecutively through a recuperator and a preheater
nd then flows into the cathode of the SOFC. The remaining
uel from the anode is combusted with the cathode exit air at the
fterburner. The high temperature gas supplies heat to the pre-
eater to meet the required cathode inlet temperature and then
ows into the turbine. The turbine exit gas heats up the fuel and

he compressor discharge air.

.2. Modeling and analysis

The gas turbine is assumed to be a single-shaft micro gas
urbine equipped with a centrifugal compressor and a radial tur-
ine. The design compressor pressure ratio is 4.6 and the turbine
nlet temperature is 950 ◦C. Turbine blade cooling is not consid-
red. The design mass flow of 1.0 kg s−1 is assumed to produce

oughly 120 kW power. The design specifications of the gas tur-
ine are summarized in Table 1. Based on the gas turbine design
pecifications given prior to the hybrid system design, design
f a hybrid system requires simulation of the off-design opera-

Fig. 1. Configuration of the pressurized SOFC/GT hybrid system.
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ecuperator pressure losses Cold side 1.5%, hot side 2.5%
uct pressure losses 0.5%

ion of the gas turbine. The gas turbine off-design operation is
imulated with the aid of the performance characteristics of the
ompressor and the turbine. The compressor characteristics are
escribed by a performance map as will be shown in the results.
he turbine is modeled by the following Stodola equation [13],
hich was proved to closely represent the turbine running line
f a micro gas turbine [14].

ṁin
√

Tin/Pin(
ṁin

√
Tin/Pin

)
ref

=
√

1 − (Pout/Pin)2
√

1 − (Pout/Pin)2
ref

(1)

All parameters are those of the turbine inlet and outlet, and
he reference point is the turbine design point. Except for the
as turbine components, all the other parts including the SOFC
odule are assumed to be newly designed for the hybrid sys-

em. Each component is modeled as a lumped control volume.
he fuel is methane and the steam reforming reaction and the
ater gas shift reaction are assumed to take place at equilibrium.
he amount of steam supplied to the reformer is determined by

he steam carbon ratio, defined as the ratio between the sup-
lied steam to the cell and the supplied methane. Both hydrogen
nd carbon monoxide generated by the steam reforming process
articipate in the electrochemical reactions:

2 + 1
2 O2 → H2O (2a)

O + 1
2 O2 → CO2 (2b)

The fuel utilization factor at the cell is defined as the ratio
etween reacted and supplied fuel at the cell (hydrogen and
arbon monoxide).

Concerning the design of the SOFC stack module, it is
ssumed that the current density of the unit cell is the same for
ll design conditions. A different power requirement obtained
rom the analysis can be satisfied by modification of the unit
ell configuration and/or cell stack size (eg. number of stacked
ells). Two case studies have been investigated regarding the cell
oltage behavior as a function of temperature. In the first case, a
ariation of the cell voltage with the cell operating temperature

s adopted. The cell voltage is predicted by subtracting various
osses from the Nernst potential as follows.

= EN − EP − J(ρaLa + ρeLe + ρcLc) (3)
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are summarized in Table 2. Compared with the gas turbine only
system, there exist additional pressure losses at the cell and the
preheater. Commercial process analysis software [17] has been
used in the simulation of this study.

Table 2
Design parameters of the SOFC and auxiliary parts

Fuel cell temperature 700–1050 ◦C
Temperature difference at the cell 100–200 ◦C
Fuel utilization factor at the cell 0.7
Steam carbon ratio 3.0
Heat exchanger effectiveness 0.75–0.83
Fuel compressor efficiency, water

pump efficiency
0.75

dc to ac conversion efficiency 0.93
Fig. 2. Two cases of the cell voltage variation.

The Nernst potential is calculated from the theoretical Gibbs
unction difference for the electro-chemical reaction as usual.
he activation polarization loss and the ohmic losses are pre-
icted by correlations available in the literature [15,16]. The
quation predicts increasing voltage with increasing cell tem-
erature. An example of the prediction result is shown in Fig. 2.

constant current density (400 mA cm−2) is assumed for all
esign conditions. In the second case, a constant cell voltage of
.65 V is assumed, as also shown in the figure.

Several heat exchangers are used in the hybrid system and
heir effectiveness is defined as follows:

= Tc,out − Tc,in

Th,in − Tc,in
(4)

The recuperator effectiveness is assumed to be the same as
hat of the original gas turbine cycle. The effectiveness of the
reheater is variable. The absorbed heat of the cold side (air)
t the preheater determines the temperature of the cathode inlet
ir (CIT). It is known that the cathode inlet temperature affects
he system performance [3,9]. In general, if the current den-
ity is designed to be the same as given in the present study,
lower CIT for a given fuel cell operating temperature (FCT)

nhances the performance, especially the power. However, an
verly large temperature difference (rise) at the cell will cause
echanical problems mainly due to large thermal stress evo-

ution inside the cell. In this work, a reasonable range for the
emperature difference at the cell, defined as follows, is con-
idered in order to examine its influence on the hybrid system
esign.

Tc = FCT − CIT (5)

Since the cell is modeled as a bulk control volume as other

omponents, a single value of the cell operating temperature
FCT) is used. Also, the gas exiting from the cell is assumed
o have this temperature. For each design case (different cell
emperatures), the degree of air heating at the preheater, i.e.

P
R

D
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ts effectiveness, is varied to meet the cathode inlet tempera-
ure.

The dc power generated at the fuel cell is calculated as fol-
ows:

˙ FC,dc = VI = V (ṅH2 + ṅCO)reacted2F (6)

The energy balances at the cell and the reformer are presented
y the following equations:

Cell :
∑

in

ṅih̄i + Q̇c =
∑
out

ṅih̄i + ẆFC,dc,

where Q̇c < 0 (7)

eformer :
∑

in

ṅih̄i + Q̇r =
∑
out

ṅih̄i, where Q̇r = −Q̇c

(8)

The final ac power from the SOFC is calculated as follows
onsidering the dc to ac conversion loss.

˙ FC,ac = ẆFC,dc�conv (9)

The gas turbine power is calculated as follows, assuming
urbine and compressor efficiencies and other miscellaneous
osses:

˙ GT,ac = (ẆTηm − ẆC)ηgen (10)

Considering the auxiliary power consumption at the recir-
ulation blower, fuel compressor, water pump and so on,
he net hybrid system power and efficiency are described as
ollows:

˙ HS = (ẆFC,ac + ẆGT,ac − ẆAUX) (11)

HS = ẆHS

(ṁLHV)CH4

(12)

The major design parameters for the SOFC and auxiliary parts
ressure loss at the cell 3%
ecuperator pressure losses Cold side 1.5%,

hot side 2.5%
uct pressure losses 0.5%
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gas turbine design point (1.0 kg s ) is also marked. The turbine
inlet temperature is directly affected by the cell operating tem-
perature, as can be readily surmised from the pressurized system
layout. Thus, increasing cell temperature results in an increase
Fig. 3. Variation of the SOFC power with design cell temperature.

. Results and discussion

.1. Design characteristics

The rotational speed of the gas turbine is fixed at the original
esign speed for all the hybrid system designs. For a fixed speed,
arious operating points of the gas turbine (more specifically
hose of the compressor) are possible according to different set-
ings of design parameters of the SOFC and other parts. The

ajor design parameters are those of the cell stack module
uch as the cell operating temperature, the cell voltage and the
emperature difference at the cell. In this section, fundamental
haracteristics of a hybrid system design based on a fixed gas
urbine design and the influence of the two aforementioned volt-
ge cases on the system design and performance are discussed.
n this section, a reference value of 150 ◦C is used for the tem-
erature difference at the cell. The influence of its variation on
he system design is addressed in the next section.

Fig. 3 shows the variation in the fuel cell power with
he design cell temperature. As the design cell temperature
ncreases, the operating pressure increases and the air flow rate
ecreases slightly as will be shown on the compressor map
Fig. 5). However, this slight change of pressure and air flow does
ot dramatically alter the cell performance. The most important
actor affecting the SOFC performance variation is the design
ell temperature. Increasing the design cell temperature enables
greater SOFC power. As clearly seen in the result of case 2,
here a constant cell voltage is assumed, increasing cell tem-
erature itself provides an increase in the cell power capacity.
his is due to the increase in the fuel supply with increasing cell

emperature to satisfy the energy balance at the cell, as described
y Eq. (7). With an increase of the fuel supply, the heat release
o the reformer also increases because the reforming heat is pro-
ortional to the fuel flow, and at the same time the enthalpy

ifference between the inlet and outlet streams also increases. If
he cell voltage also increases with increasing cell temperature,
s in case 1, the heat balance at the cell stack module allows

F
o

ig. 4. Variation of the required effective cell area with design cell temperature.

uch greater fuel supply to the cell. Consequently, the resulting
ell power is far greater than that of the lower voltage case (case
). As a result, the cell power increases by both the increased cell
oltage and the increased fuel supply. Of course, the required
esign cell area should increase as the cell power increases as
hown in Fig. 4, because the current density is assumed to be
he same for all design cases, as explained earlier.

Fig. 5 describes various hybrid system design points on the
ompressor map corresponding to different design cell temper-
tures. All design conditions are located on the 100% speed line
s explained. The left end point is the presumed surge point.
he numbers in parentheses denote the design cell temperature
nd the corresponding turbine inlet temperature. The original

−1
ig. 5. Various design points on the compressor characteristic map depending
n the design cell temperature (�Tc = 150 ◦C).
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performance indices. Results for case 1 are presented in Fig. 7.
The design cell temperature is fixed at 850 ◦C and the pressure
loss at the cell is doubled from 3 to 6%. Due to the additional
pressure loss, the compressor discharge pressure increases by
ig. 6. Variation of the GT power and the auxiliary power with design cell
emperature (�Tc = 150 ◦C).

f the turbine inlet temperature. The increase of the compressor
ischarge pressure, i.e. the pressure ratio of the compressor, with
ncreasing turbine inlet temperature is a natural characteristic of
he gas turbine. The higher the turbine inlet temperature is, the
reater the net gas turbine power becomes. A distinct difference
etween the two voltage cases is that a higher cell voltage allows
higher turbine inlet temperature at the same design cell temper-
ture. The higher cell voltage allows a larger fuel supply to the
ell, as explained earlier. Thus, case 1 provides a higher turbine
nlet temperature for a given cell temperature than case 2 does,
ecause the fuel combusted at the afterburner also increases.
herefore, the design points of case 1 are located in a relatively
igher pressure ratio range, while those of case 2 are located in
he lower pressure ratio range.

Variations in the gas turbine power and the required auxil-
ary power consumption are shown in Fig. 6. As the design cell
emperature increases, the turbine inlet temperature increases,
nd thus the gas turbine power also increases. The difference in
he gas turbine powers of the two voltage cases is proportional
o the difference in the turbine inlet temperatures between the
wo cases. In case 2, the maximum turbine inlet temperature
t the maximum cell temperature design condition (1000 ◦C) is
bout 753 ◦C, far lower than the original design turbine inlet
emperature (950 ◦C) of the gas turbine. Thus, the correspond-
ng maximum gas turbine power (65 kW) in the hybrid system
s also smaller than the original design power of the gas tur-
ine (120 kW). In case 1, the maximum gas turbine power is
omparable to the original power. However, the corresponding
perating condition approaches the surge too closely. Therefore,
he practical maximum power appears to be somewhat smaller
han the original turbine power.

Accordingly, in both cases, the original turbine inlet temper-

ture, and thus the original gas turbine power, is hard to achieve.
his is equivalent to stating that the turbine inlet temperature
f the hybrid system at every compressor operating condition is
ower than the original turbine inlet temperature. As an example,

F
o
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he turbine inlet temperature at the original compressor design
ondition (mass flow rate of 1.0 kg s−1) is far lower than the
esign turbine inlet temperature (950 ◦C). This is more severe in
ase 2. In the pressurized hybrid system, many additional com-
onents are inserted between the compressor and the turbine
ompared with the original gas turbine only system. The main
ffect of the existence of these additional parts is an increase in
he pressure loss. As the pressure loss between the compressor
nd the turbine increases, the turbine inlet pressure decreases.
hus, even if the compressor running point is the same (same
ompressor discharge pressure), the turbine inlet temperature
ust be lowered to satisfy the turbine characteristic (refer to Eq.

1)). In other words, in order to maintain the turbine inlet temper-
ture close to the original temperature, the compressor discharge
ressure increases and moves towards the surge line. This may
xplain the major cause of the near-surge problem in a previous
xperimental study [11] noted in the introduction. If the control
ogic of the gas turbine is not modified, the control system might
ry to attain the design turbine inlet temperature, which could be
ery close to the surge condition. Thus, for safe operation, the
urbine inlet temperature needs to be de-rated from the original
emperature.

The above analysis illustrates that it is difficult to obtain the
riginal gas turbine power in the hybrid system, mainly due to
he additional pressure loss at the fuel cell stack and piping.
he additional pressure loss assumed in the current analysis

or Figs. 2–7 is about 7% with respect to the compressor dis-
harge pressure. If the hybrid system could be manufactured
ith less pressure loss than that assumed in this analysis, higher

ystem performance would be obtained. On the contrary, further
ncrease of the pressure loss would aggravate the situation.

A sample sensitivity analysis has been performed to examine
he effect of the increased pressure loss at the cell on various
ig. 7. Influence of an increase in pressure loss at the SOFC stack from 3 to 6%
n various system parameters (�Tc = 150 ◦C).
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together with that of the previous reference condition (150 C).
First, the results of case 1 are illustrated in Figs. 9–12. If �Tc
is designed to increase for a given cell temperature, more fuel
needs to be supplied. This allows larger cell power capacity as
ig. 8. Variation of the hybrid system efficiency with design cell temperature
�Tc = 150 ◦C).

bout 2%. The increased compressor pressure ratio requires
arger compressor power consumption. Also, the pressure loss
educes the turbine power. Therefore, the net gas turbine power is
educed by more than 10%. The auxiliary power increases due
o the increase in the power consumption of the recirculation
lower. The SOFC power also decreases because the fuel sup-
ly is reduced according to the reduced air flow. As a result, the
et hybrid system power is reduced by 5% and the system effi-
iency also decreases by more than 1%. The sensitivity analysis
or case 2 produced almost equivalent results.

Fig. 8 shows the hybrid system efficiencies of the two
ases. Even without the voltage increase, the system efficiency
ncreases with increasing cell temperature as seen in case 2. If
he voltage increases with increasing cell temperature (case 1),
he system efficiency becomes far higher than that of the con-
tant voltage case due to both the higher voltage itself and the
ccompanying greater addition of gas turbine power. A limita-
ion of the higher voltage case is that a very high cell temperature
over 900 ◦C) is not very easy to design due to the surge prob-
em noted previously. Considering this, the practical maximum
ybrid system efficiency is about 65%. If the system design is
ore conservative, that is, if the original compressor design point

eeds to be maintained, i.e. the same surge margin is required, the
esign cell temperature is about only 790 ◦C and the system effi-
iency is about 60%. Therefore, the system efficiency depends
ubstantially on the setting of the cell temperature, which in turn
elies on the setting of the compressor operating point. In case 2,
ven though the overall system performance is lower than that
f case 1, the surge problem is not as critical as in case 1 because
he maximum cell temperature condition is sufficiently far from
he surge point. Thus, the limiting design (1000 ◦C cell temper-
ture) is achievable, leading to a maximum system efficiency
f 57%. Since the efficiency does not vary extensively in case

, the efficiency at the original compressor design point, where
he cell temperature is about 900 ◦C, is as high as 56%. Con-
equently, although the theoretical maximum system efficiency

F
t

ig. 9. Influence of the temperature difference at the cell on the SOFC power in
ase 1.

iffers considerably between the two voltages cases, the realistic
ystem efficiency considering safe operation of the compressor
oes not differ greatly between the two cases.

.2. Influence of the temperature difference at the cell

As briefly introduced in Section 2.2, the temperature differ-
nce at the fuel cell affects the system performance. Therefore,
ts influence on the design and performance of the current hybrid
ystem needs to be examined. An analysis has been conducted
or the two voltage scenarios with two additional temperature
ifference values (100 and 200 ◦C) and the results are presented

◦

ig. 10. Influence of the temperature difference at the cell on the turbine inlet
emperature in case 1.
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ig. 11. Influence of the temperature difference at the cell on the operating
ondition of the compressor in case 1.

hown in Fig. 9. This also means that the redundant fuel after
he cell reaction increases, resulting in an increase of the tur-
ine inlet temperature as depicted in Fig. 10. The GT power is
roportional to the turbine inlet temperature. The net effect of
Tc on the compressor operation condition is shown in Fig. 11.
s examined in the previous section, the compressor operating
ondition is determined mainly by the turbine inlet tempera-
ure. Thus, since the turbine inlet temperature increases as �Tc
ncreases, the compressor discharge pressure tends to increase
i.e., air flow decreases) with increasing �Tc for a given cell tem-

ig. 12. Influence of the temperature difference at the cell on the hybrid system
fficiency in case 1.

i
a
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erature. Consequently, even though a larger �Tc improves both
he SOFC power and the GT power at a fixed cell temperature,
t reduces the limiting (maximum allowable) cell temperature,
onsidering the surge problem. In other words, the surge condi-
ion is approached with a lower cell temperature when the cell
s designed with a larger �Tc.

System efficiencies are compared in Fig. 12. For a fixed cell
esign temperature, a design with a larger �Tc exhibits higher
ystem efficiency due to the improved SOFC performance as
ell as the larger GT power. It is equivalent to say that a larger
Tc requires a lower cell temperature to obtain the same system

fficiency. This result agrees with the previous analysis results
3,9], where no constraints on the compressor operation have
een assumed. However, the results could be interpreted differ-
ntly if we consider the practical limitation in the compressor
peration. In the limiting operating condition close to the surge,
he system efficiency of the design with a smaller �Tc is slightly
igher. More generally speaking, when all designs should meet
n equivalent surge margin, a smaller �Tc allows higher system
fficiency due to a higher cell temperature. This can be illustrated
y comparing the system efficiencies at the original compressor
esign points (i.e., with the same surge margin), also marked in
he figure.

The influence of �Tc on the system design with a constant
ell voltage (case 2) is illustrated in Figs. 13–16. All results are
ualitatively similar to those of case 1. The major difference is
hat the maximum cell temperature (1000 ◦C) can be designed
or all �Tc values in this low cell voltage case because the tur-
ine inlet temperatures are far lower than those of case 1 for
ll corresponding design conditions, and thus the surge problem
oes not occur for all designs. With the smallest �Tc (100 ◦C),
ven the original compressor design point cannot be achieved,
hat is, the turbine inlet temperatures are very low. This results

n negative gas turbine power for all conditions. Therefore, with
low cell voltage (0.65 V), �Tc of 100 ◦C does not provide any

ynergetic hybrid system design. Thus, if the design cell voltage

ig. 13. Influence of the temperature difference at the cell on the SOFC power
n case 2.
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ig. 14. Influence of the temperature difference at the cell on the turbine inlet
emperature in case 2.

s lower, a larger temperature difference at the cell is required to
chieve a hybrid system exploiting the synergetic combination
f the SOFC with the GT. Remembering that the smallest �Tc
n case 1 fully enables hybrid system designs for a wide cell
emperature range, it can be concluded that a higher cell voltage

llows wider design options in terms of the temperature differ-
nce at the cell. The lower cell voltage results in lower system
fficiency when the design cell temperature is the same. How-
ver, if a design with an equivalent practical surge margin (the

ig. 15. Influence of the temperature difference at the cell on the operating
ondition of the compressor in case 2.

s
s

(
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(

ig. 16. Influence of the temperature difference at the cell on the hybrid system
fficiency in case 2.

riginal design point of the compressor for example) is consid-
red, the system efficiency difference between case 1 and case
is substantially reduced.

. Conclusions

This study has simulated design of a pressurized SOFC hybrid
ystem based on a fixed gas turbine design. The results are
ummarized as follows:

1) As the design cell temperature increases, both the turbine
inlet temperature and the pressure ratio increase, and system
power and efficiency also increase. Due to the existence of
pressure loss at the fuel cell, the turbine inlet temperature
at the original design point of the compressor is lower than
the design turbine inlet temperature. Thus, at the original
compressor design point, the produced gas turbine power is
far lower than the design power. The original design power
level of the gas turbine can be obtained only at extreme
operation conditions close to compressor surge.

2) At a fixed cell temperature, a higher cell voltage provides
not only larger SOFC power but also larger gas turbine
power due to a higher turbine inlet temperature, and thus
enables higher system efficiency. However, considering an
equivalent surge margin (designed at the same compressor
operating point), the design cell temperature needs to be
lower as the cell voltage is higher. Thus, if the operating
limitation of the compressor is fully taken into account, the
efficiency advantage obtained with a higher cell voltage may
be lessened.

3) For a fixed design cell temperature, a larger temperature
difference at the cell provides a larger gas turbine power

with the same cell temperature, thus providing higher sys-
tem efficiency. However, if the system is to be designed
with an equivalent surge margin of the compressor, a larger
temperature difference at the cell may exhibit lower sys-
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tem efficiency because the cell temperature needs to be far
lowered to meet the surge margin.

4) A higher cell voltage allows a wider design options in terms
of the temperature difference at the cell than a lower voltage
does. In particular, if the cell voltage is low, the cell should be
designed to have a sufficient temperature difference in order
to achieve a meaningful hybrid system efficiency advantage
over the fuel cell only system.
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